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Abstract - This paper presents a comprehensive analysis of a vector controlled
induction motor drive. The motor u fed from a current controlled converter-inverter
system which acts as an ideal frequency changer and offers four quadrant operation.
An intelligent and robust closed loop speed control of the cage induction motor drive
is obtained using a fiizzy logic based sliding mode speed controller. The motor speed
is estimated using a flux model based observer which uses terminal conditions of the
motor and its parameters and it eliminates the use of a mechanical speed sensor. The
simulated results reveal that the proposed drive system exhibits a high level of
performance at input/output ports (ac mains and the motor) of integrated
converter-inverter link. The potential applications of this drive are identified.

I. INTRODUCTION

The cage induction motor is the main guzzler of the electrical energy. With
the normal supply it operates almost at a constant speed and exhibits lower
starting torque to current ratio. In many industrial applications, a variable
speed drive is required with fast dynamic response. This can be achieved by
applying the vector control technique [1-6] which requires quick regulation of
the currents through the stator windings. The PWM current controlled voltage
source inverter (PWM-CC- VSI) is capable of accomplishing this [7].
Normally, the VSI is fed from a diode bridge rectifier, which faces operating
problems [8] such as 'poor power factor', 'injection of harmonics into the ac
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mains', 'fluctuations in the dc link voltage with the fluctuations in frequency
and voltage of input supply system'. Moreover, with this arrangement the
regeneration of energy is not possible. These problems at input mains may
be overcome by using a current controlled converter (CC-CONV) in place
of the diode bridge rectifier. The undesirable harmonics are eliminated and
converter has unity power factor sinusoidal currents at its input. Moreover,
the converter employs high frequency bi-direction power switches which
facilitate the bi-directional power flow through the converter leading to the
four quadrant operation [5] of the drive. With this arrangement, the energy
could easily be extracted from or supplied to the ac mains [9]. The current
controlled converter operates at an adjustable power factor and hence the
system could offer the possibilities of VAR compensation.

Schematic of the proposed drive system is shown in Fig. 1. The successful
operation of current controlled converter is restricted by two limits [10]
namely, the loss of control limit and the current distortion limit. Normally,
the current controlled operation of converter consists of initial building up
of the magnetic storage energy in the inductance L*. by shorting the phase
voltage through an ON-IGBT for a brief instant, then turning OFF of the
IGBT and allowing the L^di/dt voltage to force the storage magnetic energy
through the freewheeling diode to the dc link. This action requires an
appropriate relation between the ac input and dc link voltage.
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The current controlled converter looses control when;

V6 3/x (1)

When the ac mains voltage Em exceeds the dc link voltage vk and satisfies
the following inequality;

Vdc < Vf> | E . | (2)

Consequently, there is insufficient voltage to force the currents through the
source inductances to track the input currents to the converter in a desired
fashion, thereby resulting in the distortion of current.

Here, | E^ | is the nns phase ac voltage at converter input and v^. is the
dc link voltage.

For the control of converter [11-12], a voltage feedback control loop is
incorporated along with the output power feedforward control loop. The
voltage feedback control loop is responsible for the charging of the dc link.
The feedforward control of convener, on the other hand, provides such a
control that input currents are sinusoidal. This helps in keeping down the
injection of harmonics to a negligible level. Apart from this the feedforward
control suppresses any fluctuations in the dc link voltage both during the
steady state and transient conditions and it also provides quick control of the
currents during any disturbance in the system.

For the control of the induction motor, the vector control (field oriented)
strategy [1-6] is implemented. In closed loop control of the induction motor,
the fuzzy sliding mode speed controller[13-14] is incorporated. The objective
of the Fuzzy based SMC is to design a robust system with acceptable
performance characteristics over a wide range of uncertainty [13]. In Fuzzy
Sliding Mode Controllers (FSMC), the robustness of Sliding Mode is
combined with the intelligence of the Fuzzy Logic based control system and
hence the system is characterized as a robust intelligent control system.

To combine the attractive features of Fuzzy control and Sliding Mode
control, Hwang et al [15] have proposed a fuzzy sliding mode controller,
which replaces the variable error in the conventional fuzzy controller by the
switching function due to the conventional sliding mode controller. An
attractive approach to obtain rules for fuzzy control is provided by the fuzzy
self organizing controller. FSMC removes the effects of the system
uncertainties also effects reduction in chattering without sacrificing the system
performance.

The proposed drive system requires the use of fast signal sensing and signal
processing [16]. The implementation of such a drive system has turned to be
a reality due to the advancement in the power devices (MOSFETs, IGBTs and
MCT) and availability of processors (Microcomputers, DSPs and ASICs).
However, from the design point of view, the analysis and subsequent
performance prediction of such a drive system is quite interesting and is a
challenging task as the proposed drive system has an increased number of the
components and variables.

II. CONTROL PHILOSOPHY

Fig.l shows the schematic of a mechanical sensor-less unity power factor
converter fed vector controlled cage induction motor drive. From Fig.l, it
may be noted that the part of the system structure enclosed in the discrete line
box is normally implemented with the help of a fast digital signal processor
(DSP). The fast changing currents are maintained through the motor windings
with the help of an IGBT based current controlled voltage source inverter. The
current controlled inverter is powered with an IGBT based current controlled
converter through a buffer(filter) in the dc link. The input port of unity power
factor current controlled converter is tied with the ac mains.

In the closed loop control of the converter, dc link voltage and current are
sensed and the dc link power is estimated in the output power feedforward
control loop and a control command \ is generated. The dc link voltage is
kept within the permissible limit so that for a given ac input voltage, the
'current distortion' and 'current control' limits are not exceeded. For this
purpose, a dc link voltage control loop is incorporated. Here, the set value of

the dc link voltage ( V ^ is compared with the sensed voltage (v^ and the
resulting error v^., is processed in the PID voltage regulator which results
in a command current I,. Both the current commands (I, and y are summed
up and form the peak magnitude (LJ of three phase reference currents at the
input of the current controlled converter. In order to obtain the unity power
factor operation of the current controlled converter, unit current templates
(ua, ub and uj are derived from the three phase ac input voltages (e,, eb and
ej and current templates are in phase with the ac input voltages. The
current templates are multiplied with I,,, and three phase reference currents
(i,*, ib* and i.*) are generated. These are the ideal (sinusoidal) currents to
operate the converter with unity power factor.

For the closed loop control of the cage induction motor its estimated
speed is used as a feedback signal in vector control structure. The rotor
speed (wrta) is estimated in the flux observer with the help of an inbuilt flux
model. For the same, the two phase currents and voltages are sensed at the
stator terminals of the motor. Therefrom, three phase voltages (vm, vta and
vj and currents (i^, i* and i^ are worked out. These currents and voltages
are used for the purpose of speed estimation along with the motor
parameters in the flux observer. The estimated speed (wrtn)) is compared
with the set reference speed (wr*) and the resulting error (w^ = x,) and
its derivative x2 are processed in a Fuzzy Sliding Mode Speed Controller
(FSMC).

The output of the speed controller and field weakening block are used in
the generation of three phase reference currents (i,,*, ita* and i,,*) in vector
control structure. These currents are compared with the motor winding
currents (i,,, iu and ij) resulting in a switching pattern (ON/OFF) which
controls the switching instants of the inverter switches (IGBTs with anti-
parallel diodes). Thus the desired level of currents is maintained through the
motor windings which is as per the need of the vector control of the drive.

HI. MODELING OF THE SYSTEM

Current Controlled Converter: Converter operating in the current controlled
mode is represented by a set of following mathematical equations;

(e, - v,)/LK

(3)

Pi, =

pib = -(RJLJib + (e, -

pic = -(R^/LJij + (ec - •

pv*. = 1.0/Cd(i, SAC + ib SBC + ic SCC - i,)

Where, R^ and Lw are per phase resistance and inductance, respectively, of
the ac source. ea, e^, and ec are three phase voltage applied at the input of
converter. SAC, SBC and SCC are the switching functions stating the
ON/OFF positions of three phase converter's switches, va, vb and vc are
three phase PWM voltage reflected on ac input side of the converter as a
result of switching, i, is the load current at converter output. Here, p is the
differential operator (d/dt).

Speed Estimator: In a closed loop vector controlled cage motor drive system
the mechanical speed sensor is a costly component and aside from posing
the problem of reliability [17]. In order to eliminate the use of a mechanical
speed sensor, a flux model based flux observer [18] is designed in the
present investigation. The observer estimates the rotor angular speed and the
estimated speed is used as a feedback signal for the closed loop control of
the drive.

For the purpose of speed estimation, the flux observer uses d and q
components^ and X^ of the rotor flux vector X,,,, and their derivatives
(Xa, and X,j). The rotor fluxes and their derivatives are expressed [17] in
terms of the measurable electrical quantities available at the stator terminals
of the motor. The mathematical equations involved in the task of speed
estimation are given here;
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The synchronous speed at nth sampling instant is expressed as;

W>(«)={"dltil-1) "qi<o) ~ \ I < « - 1 ) \wn)}H^di<ii-l) + "qi<n-l) )

Slip speed at nth sampling instant is expressed as;

\V

At nth sampling instant, derivatives of the d-q components of rotor flux
vector are expressed as;

The quadrature (d-q) components of rotor flux vector at nth sampling instant
are worked out from the following expressions;

(9)

Where, tn sampling period.
In (4) to (9), the stator currents are measurable quantities and d-q

components of stator flux vector A^ at the nth sampling instant are computed
with the help of following equations;

Lvda(n-1) "

(10)

(11)

In (4) to (11) the quadrature currents (ij, and i,J and voltages (vj, and v,,)
of the stator windings are used which are obtained from three phase currents
(iaj, ite and LJ and voltages (v,,, vta and vcj being sensed at the stator
terminals of the Y-connected cage induction motor.

The estimated speed of the rotor at nth sampling instant is given as;

Wxa = w,(lS - w2(n) (12)

The estimated speed wrtn) is used as a feedback in the system control
structure.
Speed Controller: In the sliding mode controller, the values of switching
functions y, and y2 whose values are decided as follows [13-14].

y, = + 1 , if zx, > 0
= -1, if zx, < 0

y2 = +l , i fzx 2 > 0
= -1, ifzx2 < 0

Where, x, = Speed error = w^ - wr* = El
Xj = x, = E2 and

z = switching hyperplane function = Kx, + x2

The output of the sliding mode controller is given by

T(11) = F, x, y, + F2 x, y2 (13)

Where, K = adjustable parameter and F, and F2 are fuzzy based controller
gains.

The inputs to Fuzzy SMC controller are categorized as various linguistic
variables with their corresponding membership values. These values are
shown in Fig.2(a). Depending upon the error signals x, and x2, the FSMC
searches the corresponding torque output from its linguistic codes Table
(shown in Fig.2a) which is of the order of 1*1. These codes have to be
combined in a certain way to obtain a precise numerical output corresponding

to the controller action that is called defuzzyfication.The defuzzyfied values
are shown in Table I.

TABLE I
DEFUZZYFIED LINGUISTIC CODES TABLE IN TERMS

OF NUMERICAL VALUES

Code values
El and E2

Output T*

-NL

-5.0

-NM

-3.0

-NS

-0.8

Z

0

+ NS

0.8

+ NM

3.5

+NL

5.0

- L

-s

E1 Z
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+M
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- 0

+s

+M

+M

+L
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- S

- 0

+s

+M

+M
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+L

-M
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+s

+s
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Fig.2(a) Set of Fuzzy Rule Representation
for FSMC
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NL=NEGATIVE LARGE PL=POSITIVE LARGE
NM=NEGATIVE MEDIUM PM=POSITIVE MEDIUM
NS=NEGATIVE SMALL PS=POSITIVE SMALL

Z=ZERO

Fig.2(b) Membership Distribution of Fuzzy
Vari ables

Vector Control Structure: The vector control structure of the system takes
estimated speed as an input and it generates three phase reference currents
at its output. The reference torque T* obtained from speed loop and
reference magnetizing current vector L̂ .* obtained from field weakening
block of flux loop, are further processed in the vector control structure of
the drive. This results in a reference slip speed (w2*) and the two currents
in quadrature axis (î ,* and iql*) are obtained as follows:

id.* = Tr(dL,7dt) + v* (H)

(15)

(16)
The three phase reference currents in the stator winding î ,*, ita* and ,̂*

where, k = (3/2)*(P/2)*{M/(l + ofi and,
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are derived from ij,* and j , , * with the help of Park's transformation [1].
Dynamic Model of the Motor: The three phase reference currents are
compared with the windings currents which results in a forcing functions (v^
and vqs) which are responsible in maintaining the currents (!„, i^, i^) through
the motor windings in a desired fashion [19]. In response to these currents the
motor runs stably at the set speed.

The volt-ampere equation of the induction motor results in a set of
differential equations [1] which is given as:

p[i] = (17)

Where [v], [i], [R], [L] and [G] are voltage, current, resistance, transformer
inductance and rotational inductance matrices.

The rotor speed computed from the torque balance equation of the induction
motor is expressed as;

pwr = t(T.-T0ft>oles/2)(l/J)] (18)

Where, T, is the developed electromagnetic torque and it is expressed as;

T. = (3/2)(poles/2)Lm(i,<idr - ij,,) (19)

and T, is load torque and J is moment of inertia of the system. Here, L̂ , is the
magnetizing inductance.

The, set of equations given in (3), (17) and (18) govern the dynamics of the
integrated current controlled converter-inverter fed vector controlled induction
motor drive system.

( a )

0.20
T ime(Secs)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model of proposed drive system is simulated and results are shown
in Figs.3 to 5 from which the following observations are made.
Transient Response of Drive System: The response of the system for the
starting as well as speed reversal of the motor is shown in Fig.3. Before
switching on the system, the dc link must be charged to a set value of its
voltage. It is necessary to prevent the occurrence of current distortion and
current control limits. In response to the start command served on the drive
by setting its reference speed at 210 rads/sec, the system control structure
is activated and as seen from Fig.3(f), there is a controlled frequency
starting. This helps in producing the maximum possible electromagnetic
torque during the starting of the drive, thereby, enhancing the acceleration
rate of the motor and minimizing its starting time. The motor starts in 60
mS. It is found that during this particular transient operation of the system,
the converter draws rated current 1.0 p.u.(2.0 A peak) at its input (Fig.3c).
The converter input current is maintained in phase with the input voltage
(Fig.3.a), thereby maintaining the unity power factor. As soon as the motor
is started, the current at the input of the converter settles down to the no
load value of 0.25 p.u. (0.5 A peak). The starting current drawn by the
motor is 2.04 p.u.(4.9 A peak), while the no load current is 0.7 p.u. (1.7
A peak). It is observed from Fig.3(a), that during the transients the dc link
voltage experiences a fluctuation of +2%, which is found to be well within
the acceptable limit.

The induction motor drive is running at the steady state and suddenly the
set reference speed is changed from 210 rads/sec to -210 rads/sec.

368. e

0.20
T i me(Sees)

0.15 0.28
T ime(Sees)

-3.2
0.00 0.86

0.15 0.20
Time(Sees)

( f )

-7.2
0.10 0.15 0.20 0.00 0.05 0.10

T ime(Sees)

Fig.3 Transient response of the drive
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Consequently, the system envisages a controlled frequency regenerative
braking followed by the reverse motoring. It could be observed from Fig.3(a),
that during speed reversal of the motor due to regenerative braking the dc link
voltage experiences a rise (2% of reference set value 650 V) beyond the set
value and also the direction of dc link current is quickly reversed due to the
braking action. As a result of this, the reference current to the converter
quickly changes its phase and it is out of phase (180°) with respect to the
voltage and the converter current truly follows it. This demonstrates the
regeneration of energy.

It could be seen from Figs.3(b) and 3(c), that the converter input current is
perfectly tied with its reference counterpart. It is seen from Fig.3(d), that the
speed of the motor changes from 210.0 rads/sec to -210.0 rads/sec in 53 mS.
Figs.3(e) and 3(f) show that the motor currents exactly follow the reference
currents. The motor draws peak currents of the value of 2.04 p.u.(4.9 A peak)
during its speed reversal. The Fuzzy SMC speed controller is found capable
of altering its output quickly and the developed electromagnetic torque
instantaneously shoots up to the value of 15.0 N-m. It is desirable to brake
and quickly restart the motor in the reversed direction so as to accomplish the
fast response of the drive. It is found from Fig.3(a) that in steady state, after
the motor is reversed, the converter current is in phase with the supply
voltage, therefore, maintaining the operation at unity power factor. It is also
seen from Fig.3(a) that the control system of the converter is found to be
capable of maintaining the desired sinusoidal shape of its current, which helps
in suppressing the harmonics injected into the ac mains, thereby, minimizing
the filter requirement in the system.
Speed Locus of the Drive: Speed locus of the drive system are shown in Fig.4,
for both starting as well as speed reversal. It is seen from Fig.4(a) that in
response to the start command served on the drive its speed error is
instantaneously set to maximum value, while acceleration (derivative of the
speed error) increases slowly, which produces the accelerating torque,
thereby, reducing the mismatch between the estimated and the set reference
speed of the rotor. When the drive speed rises up to the value of 200 rads/sec,
its acceleration starts reducing which however, settles down to the zero value
along with the speed error when the drive reaches its set speed. Similarly, the
speed locus of the drive could be seen from Fig.4(b) for the case of its speed
reversal.

-3200.0
-4S0.0 -300.0 -150.0 0.0

X 1

180.(

Response of the Flux Model: Response of the flux model being used in
proposed drive system for the purpose of speed estimation is shown in
Fig.5. From Figs.5(a), 5(b) and 5(c), it is observed that the estimated
quantities such as, synchronous speed of the motor, slip speed and rotor
speed closely match with their respective computed values throughout the
operating range of the drive. This confirms the viability and validity of the
developed flux model employed for the purpose of speed estimation.
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Fig.4 Speed locus of the drive for FSMC

Fig.5 Transient response of the flux model

V. CONCLUSIONS

The model of the drive has been developed and a comprehensive analysis
of the cage induction motor has been carried out. The advantages of the
current controlled converter-inverter link has been outlined. From this
investigation, it has been found that the drive exhibits a high level of
performance which is summarized in the following lines:
(i) The currents at the input of the converter are very close to sinusoidal

and these experience a instantaneous change at the time of any
disturbance in the drive system.
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(ii) Unity power factor is maintained at the input of the converter.
(iii) During speed reversal of the drive, the current at the input of the

converter is out of phase with the voltage, resulting in the regeneration
of the energy and consequently feeding it back to ac mains.

(iv) dc link voltage experiences almost negligible fluctuations. (v)Duringthe
transients, reference currents (î *, ibs and ic,*) of the motor experience
a fast change in their pattern. By virtue of the PWM current controller,
the motor winding currents follow exactly the reference currents.

(vi) Due to the reason mentioned in (v), the motor offers a fast response
during starting and speed reversal and it also exhibits smooth running
performance.

(vii) The Fuzzy sliding mode speed controller introduces an inherent
robustness in the system and it offers a fast response to the drive system
which is insensitive to the variations in the motor parameters.

This type of drive finds its wider applications in rolling mills, lifts, cranes,
hoist, paper mill, food processing, air conditioning, compressors, textile
industry and printing press.
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